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Scope and Content
The W.S. McBirnie Collection consists of 51 pamphlets written by conservative radio host and theologian William Steuart McBirnie during the 1970s and 1980s. On his radio program “Voice of Americanism,” McBirnie was known for being an ardent opponent of liberalism and communism, and these views carried over into his self-published pamphlets on the dangers these issues presented to the American public. McBirnie founded the Church of Glendale in 1961 as well as the California Graduate School of Theology in 1968, offering doctoral degrees to working pastors, which some critiques found to be quite controversial at the time. Topics included in the pamphlets of the W.S. McBirnie collection include election predictions, the energy crisis of the 1970’s, fluoridation dangers, challenges to American ideals of freedom, Soviet threats, and Big Brother. This collection is unique in its scope and content for providing a case study into the mind and views of a dynamic American personality during the rise of neoconservatism in the United States during the 1970’s and 1980’s.

A Bold New Answer For The Crime Problem!
Ahead Of The News: Update C.I.A.
Are There Communists In Congress?
Bicentennial Expose: Beware The New Enemies Of America's Independence
Bureaucracy Time Bomb Under Washington!
Castro's Coming Conquest
Conservatives: Plan Of Perish
Council On Foreign Relations
Crisis Controllers
Disinformation: How Soviets Manufacture Lies To Discredit America
Dr. McBirnie's Predictions 1979
Fact Studies For Alert Americans
Footnotes To My Predictions 1981
Great Apostasy
Have You Had Enough? Why The American People Should Say Stop
How Far Should You Trust Public Opinion Polls?
How Fast Are We Losing Our Freedoms?
How Our Prisons Are Becoming Breeding Grounds For Revolution
How The New Government Medical Plan PSRO Will Affect You!
Insidious Plan To "Watergate" President Ford
Is SALT II Really An Agreement To Surrender?
Kissinger... What Does He Really Want?
Man I Want For President
Moral And Spiritual Issues Of The 1980 Elections
Moscow Agreements
Moscow's Next Target In Africa
Nation's Foremost Need: How We Can Whip The Energy Crisis!
Nechayev: Father Of The Red Death
New Light On Fluoridation
Next Big Scandal To Be Uncovered In Washington
Perilous European Security Conference Which Could Leave The Soviets Masters Of All Europe
Plot To Destroy Anti-Communism In America
Radicalism Is Communism
Senator Joseph McCarthy: What Is History's Verdict?
Shape Of The Future In The Middle East
Shape Of Things To Come: How Safe Are You?
Shocking Child Development Bill
Shocking Military Unpreparedness Of The U.S.A.
Things I Can't Say Over The Radio
True Story Behind The Shocking New Child And Family Services Act
UNICEF...The Great Deception
What Christians Are To Do Until Christ Returns
What Will Be The Verdict Of History About Senator Joseph McCarthy?
What You Can Expect From The Terrorists Next
Why America Must Not Have Gasoline Rationing
Why Gun Control Laws Cannot Reduce Crime But Can Reduce Your Security
Why Terrorists Behave As They Do
Why The Doom And Gloom Forecasters Have Been Dead Wrong
Why The U.S.A. Must Not Give Away The Panama Canal!
1976: The Year Of The Assassin!
1979: International Year Of The Child, How Big Brother Wants Your Child